When organizations need a rapid search and discovery solution to find mission-relevant intelligence now, they use Topic Builder.

With Topic Builder, analysts can leverage intelligent, faceted navigation that sorts articles by information of interest using a combination of keywords, taxonomic synonyms, geographic names, areas of interest, time constraints, and entity facets.
IDENTIFY GEOSPATIAL PATTERNS
- Search results can be projected on a map to expose meaningful spatial patterns.
- Natural Language Processing associates articles with primary locations.
- Interactive map displays allow analysts to quickly view report details.

REVIEW ARTICLES VIA MULTI-FACETED VIEWS
- The display sync updates all open data views as articles are selected.
- Entities such as people, locations, organizations, and dates referenced within an article are highlighted automatically.
- Clicking highlighted entities provides a “quick search” for additional information.

UTILIZE A SINGLE REPOSITORY FOR MULTIPLE DATA TYPES
- Other files can be added manually via drag-and-drop.
- Other sources can be easily configured using the Content Acquisition system.
- Topic Builder works seamlessly with other products, to include CIDNE, INDURE, and WE.

MATCH UNSTRUCTURED DATA TO TOPICS
- Data is processed to extract the textual contents, index them, and enrich them with metadata.
- Analysts create their own “topics” by characterizing information of interest.
- As new articles come in, analysts are notified of any relevant information.
- Topics can be shared via topic subscriptions, improving collaboration while reducing ramp-up time for new analysts.